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Abstract
The pervasiveness of matrix decompositions and tensor operations in knowledge representation, and the
sciences: biological, chemical, physical, have renewed an interest in domain specific algorithms.
Consequently, there also exists a renewed interest in domain specific computing: libraries (Flame),
languages (Spiral), symbolic/numeric computing, expression templates, compilers, operating systems, and
processor/memory hierarchies. The transformational nature of matrix (2-d tensors) operations and tensor
operations in general, pro- vides a prudent, hopeful, and deterministic way to reason about computation.
The determinism arises from the data structure, i.e. memory layout (contiguous), and the linear (and
multiinear) operations applied to the data structure. It also comes from using the same tensor operations to
abstract the processor/memory/network hierarchy. This talk will discuss how to optimize multiple
Kronecker Products using A Mathematics of Arrays and Psi Calculus, an algebra of multi-dimensional
arrays and an index calculus. Ways to augment existing languages will also be discussed.
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